Donnington Grove
Golf Club
Attendees:

Apologies:
Minute Taker:

Steve Lillywhite (SL), Alison Lillywhite (AL), Gill Lane (GL), Tom Fleming
(TF), Sandy Byfield (SB), Nigel Roberts-Green (NRG), Patrick Griffin
(PG), Gary Rinaldi (GR), Ian Gaskell (IG), Nigel Bell (NB)
Andy Storer (AS), Sandy MacDougall (SM)
Sandy Byfield
Date:
Wednesday 5th August 2020
Time:
19.00
Location:
Digital Teams Meeting

Agenda
Welcome and Apologies
Welcome New Members Reps
Restaurant Matters
Minutes of last meeting
Matters / Actions arising from minutes
Officer’s Reports received by e-mail prior to team’s meetings
• General Management Report by e-mail
• Director of Golf’s Report (Inc. Course Report) by e-mail
o Initial feedback from survey
• Treasurer’s Report by e-mail
• Competitions & Handicaps Secretary’s Report by e-mai
• Lady Captain’s Report by e-mail
• Seniors Captain’s Report by e-mail
Questions only Re above reports
Upcoming events
• August Comps
• Midweek Champs
• Japan Cup
• Greensomes Cup
• New Date for Shotoku
• Charity Day
• Club Champs
Club Survey
Members Questions
A.O.B.
Date for next meeting

Minutes of last Meeting
The minutes of the last meeting were approved and signed by the captain Steve Lillywhite
Matters/Actions arising from minutes of previous meeting
General Managers report – all cleared
Director of golf report
• Costs for handicap boards & starters hut – agreed
• Competition Booking & payment via V1 – carry forward
Treasurers Report
• Outstanding action to arrange a meeting with NRG/AS to discuss liability for
expenses (committee vs Sandtrend)
Competitions Report
• Charity Day now cancelled
• Update Club V1/BRS with comps to end of year carried forward only done to end of
August
• Other actions cleared
Senior Captains Report
• Seniors Charity Bowl has been run
• Some interclub matches now arranged
• Carry forward action for TF to send monthly report to whole club
Members Questions
• Bag tags – no point arranging for the remainder of this year. For the remainder of
this year membership cards can be used
• Emptying Bins – marshalls are now emptying bins
• Other actions cleared

General Managers report
General manager report August
2020
It is encouraging to see a gradual increase in the volume of customers using the food and
beverage facilities at Donnington Grove. We had a return inspection from EHO, West Berkshire
on Friday scoring us 5 for our food hygiene rating.
What have we
learnt:
Large societies do not socialise – I have since written and refused further meetings while we
are in the pandemic restrictions. I consider this very disrespectful behaviour
There is now a much more structured system to allow small societies to enjoy the beverages on
offer while using a voucher to purchase alcohol – two max per person

Distanced tables work – standing and socialising next to them does not – I’m asking for your
support to communicate this amongst your roll up groups and when you see fellow members. The
guidelines are clear. Outside one gathering at a table can be 2 households only to a max of 6. I
am particularly irritated with groups of members that continually swap tables once seated and
stand with drinks – socialising and argue back to staff – what are you going to do about it. The
simple answer is that anyone or any member being abusive or persistently causing an irritation
will be barred until the pandemic restrictions are lifted. – no exceptions.
Staff behaviour – members have questioned staff procedures and feedback observations, I meet
with the team regularly and we discuss concerns, some are valid and in particular I take seriously
any comments that suggest the staff are “debating” or arguing back to the customer. Personal
opinions are personal, and I have implemented systems to keep staff safe and customers safe. It
is not an option for the staff to decide which procedures they follow – example face coverings.
Refreshments buggy – will continue to circuit the course, I would like to encourage more
feedback from the ladies, we added G+T, Pimm’s, Fruit juice soda tins, without many takers
This weekend will see the return of afternoon tea, Roast Sunday lunch and a trial link up with
the empire bakery for homemade cakes and buns for the halfway hut – currently operating
from the kitchen.

Extended hours of service will be determined by the feedback obtained when the pro shop staff
ask if you intend to use the bar facilities after play – this is more current for later tee times and is
continually monitored. While everyone using QR codes has great feedback from other venues we
will maintain the NHS track and trace and order system to capture ALL information, relying on
the NHS QR code alone does leave gaps if the customer, a non-member – not on our tee sheet,
chooses not to enter information.
I am delighted to have the halfway hut back in our control and I know that once we have
decorated, purchased equipment we will have a great platform for a great service.
Trophy cabinet in the bar area – awaiting quote – not
Bruno.
Reminder that Eat out to help is now in operation Mon, Tues, Weds, through August. Members
discount still applies. Food and beverages – not alcohol purchased and consumed in Beaus bar
and restaurant – not take away or buggy items
Finally, it is great to continually meet so many new members, since we met last, we have closed
our membership. There will not be residential golf until we have restricted the package and
restricted the group size allowed, if at all. The swing room is under construction alongside the
short game practise area and the drainage Infront of the Pro-Shop is scheduled for next week.
The perseverance and determination from Tom, Dave, and their teams to move forward with
projects is rewarding and I can’t thank them enough for their commitment to the club as we
progress in unprecedented times.
Matters/Actions arising from General Managers report

SB – The committee fully support the enforcement of a ‘no abuse’ policy and the potential
banning of members
SL – the Drinks buggy is a good idea, but costs seem high
NRG – the prices are the bar prices. Will review members discounts
PG – why is alcohol being sold on the buggy?
NRG – because this is not encouraging socialising
SL – when will the halfway hut be back
NRG – hopefully by the end of the month. Work continuing the building
NB – Why not just staff the halfway hut and remove the buggy?
NRG – that is the plan when the halfway hut is back
NRG – will look at making the buggy stationary at the halfway hut
Restaurant Matters
No Report Given
Director of Golf’s Report (including course report)
TF Reported
Membership has been capped at 644
A waiting list has been introduced
A joining fee of £600 has been introduced
The swing room and short game area construction is underway
• Swing room expected beginning of September
• Short game area will not be open until the new year
The new marshals are now in place
Course maintenance started this week
Matters/Actions arising from Director of Golf report
TF Competition booking & payment via members cards & Club V1 – carried forward

NRG – How will the new membership/waiting list work?
TF – To be confirmed but probably on a 1 in 1 out basis
SL – Is there any breakdown of 5 day/ 7-day membership numbers
TF – numbers to be supplied
IG – can the 6th hole be pick and place
TF – it is already and will be until further notice
NB – Can daily rules be displayed on the first tee?
TF – boards have been ordered for outside the pro shop and the first tee. These are for
the WHS system coming into effect in November. There is space on these for daily rules
IG – who is paying for the boards?
All – unanimously agreed as 50/50 Santrend and the committee.
PG – are the boards vandal proof?
TF – will find out
SL – when will the boards be in place
TF- there is a 6-week lead time. The boards have not yet been ordered
GL – Are handicap & slope details being positioned at the pro shop?
TF – yes, they will be put up on notice boards
GL – What is happening with the flower bed on the 15th?
TF – will speak to the green keepers about this
Treasurer’s Report
(GL) Presented the accounts for the current year. Competition income and expenditure shows a
nett income of £543.51. (which includes provision for all competition vouchers etc).Expenditure,

which consists totally of club entry fees to county competitions, which have been carried over for
next year due to all county competitions being cancelled during 2020, stands at £460.00, which
gives a nett income of £83.51.
The Captains Charity account is showing a very healthy balance of £6113.43; this is inclusive of a
Match Funding by Good Exchange of £3000.00
Matters/Actions arising from Treasurers report
Carried forward action:
(SL) Asked for clarification as to which expenditure the committee is liable for, and which the
company (Sandtrend) is liable for
(AS) and (GL) to meet to compile a Q and A document, and to arrange a meeting with (NRG) to
discuss.
New matters:
PG – would it be possible to work out an annual surplus, so we are aware of what is available on
an ongoing basis
GL – Yes it can, but the bulk if our current surplus has grown over 16 years, mostly
through unclaimed vouchers
GL & AS will produce a budget for future years

Competitions Report
Competitions Report –August 2020 Committee Meeting
Competitions Held
• Various weekend and midweek stablefords during July– 345
players
• The first weekend of August resulted in 181 players taking part in the 2
stableford competitions
• Seniors Charity Bowl was held, with 39 pairs booked
in
• We attempted to run the Shotoku Cup, but it was cancelled due to the inclement
weather
o Propose to re-run on Sat 19th
September
Planned Competitions
The following board comps are planned for
August: 1. Midweek Championships – 12th Aug
•

118 people currently entered

•

2 slots remain

2. Japan Cup – 15th Aug

•

126 people have booked

•

12 slots remain

3. Greensomes Cup – 29th Aug
•

43 pairs booked

•

31 slots remain

•
Planned for September.
1. Club Championships
•

12th-13th September

2. Shotoku Cup re-run
•

19th September

•
To be agreed at this meeting
1. Parasampia Cup
•

w/e of 26/27 Sept

Propose we run on Sunday, so we do not block out 3 Saturdays on the trot o Captains
charity day
Cancelled
Tournament of Champions
Club Championship
•

All men’s slots are fully
booked

•

Some reserves have already
registered

•

Will be writing to those who have
registered to check if they will fill
any slot or only specific zones

• 12 ladies slots
remain
• Will be sending out a reminder
to Pay entry fee before draw is
completed
Club Knockouts
• First Round of summer knockouts completed on time, with no
issues
• Second Round due to be completed by 16th
August

Competitions Sub Committee

The following topics were discussed at the competitions sub-committee meeting on 3rd
Aug
Divisions for monthly / non board comps
•

Ewen Thompson has reviewed previous medal and stableford results to ascertain if
we can better align playing numbers across divisions.

•

It looks like a split that would result in balanced divisions will be up to 11, 12-17,
and above.

•

He is going to run these numbers again including the more recent
competitions since lockdown and the increased membership

•

World Handicap
System

•

Steve Gridley is to produce 4 Email ‘flyers’ to send out in the weeks ahead if the
implementation, these will be simple bullets points, focusing on just the important
messages

•

These will be simple bullet points, focussing on just the important messages; -

E-mail 1 sent out seven weeks prior to implementation
•

Your new Handicap Index

•

What it means

•

How it will be calculated

E-mail 2 sent out Five weeks prior to implementation
•

How to get your Playing handicap on
the day

E-mail 3 sent out Three weeks prior to implementation
•

What happens when I hand my card in?

E-mail 4 sent out one week prior to implementation
•

‘local’ changes

We will put posters up in the lobby
•

From 7 weeks out

•

Propose to ‘steal’ a section of the notice board for all WHS comms

Next meeting 26/8
Matters/Actions arising from Competitions report

Carried forward:
• Update Club V1 with all comps till year end block out BRS - TF & SB

New Matters:
SL – have we a new date for the Shotoku Cup
• Agreed to hold on 19th September
• Also agreed the Parasampia Cup for 27th September
IG – IS it OK to hold midweek comps on 18/19/27 August
• Yes, it is – will be booked into Club V1
SL – need to know who has paid for the Club Championships
• SB is maintaining this information
Lady Captains Report
Unfortunately, there is little to report this
month.
We have had a significant number of new Lady members who have joined the club over the
last month, this is fantastic news and a great boost for our section.
The Thursday Ladies Roll up has now been set up and 2 have now taken place. The first week
32 Ladies played in 4 ball teams followed by tea & cakes & this week was pairs matchplay
which again was well supported with 24 Ladies taking part.
I am continuing to cancel all Mixed & Ladies matches on a month by month basis and
offering corresponding dates for next year.
Questions Matters Arising from Report
AL – we have had contact from Drayton Park about upcoming matches / whether to hold them
• This is a lady’s section decision to make
Senior Captains Report

Integration of New Senior Members
There has been a large influx (80+) of senior midweek golfers (mainly from The Valley)
and we have tried to be as proactive as practicable in making them welcome and
integrating them into our somewhat curtailed activities as we ease slowly out of COVID
restrictions. Our efforts so far are as follows:
-

-

All new members have received a welcome message and encouraged to play as
full a part as they wish in our activities (between 30/40 new “active” seniors are
anticipated).
our senior’s informal management group have met with the Valley captain and
vice- captain for this year and the Captain from last year to exchange information
and agree an initial “strategy” for integration.

-

-

-

Ralph Peedall (Valley Captain 2020) has agreed to join the senior’s management
group.
Valley members used to roll-up on Mon/Wed/Fri and we do Tues/Thurs. We are
in the process of agreeing a “joined up” Senior Monday roll-up from 8.00am with
Tom F.
We have a “meet and greet” golf morning on Monday 10th August. So far about
50 have signed up (30+ new members and 19 established seniors);
we will be mixing the teams and ensuring significant newbie representation in
the planned 3 or 4 summer senior friendly matches happening in Aug/Sept.
new members have been invited to join the Autumn tour to the Vale of
Glamorgan and eight have now been added to our normal full capacity of 20
(organising COVID friendly social arrangements should be an interesting one);
and,
We are going to play an oldies versus new members 12 a side match on
Wednesday 26th August.

Summer Friendlies
We are playing three (perhaps four) friendly matches in August and September. With an
eye on the increased midweek usage, the dates of the home matches have been spaced
(18th August and 1st of September) and will start outside prime time at 11.30am. The
matches will be conducted with a strict social distancing procedure in place both on and
off the course but, given they are the life blood of the Seniors section, we decided it was
important that some were started.
Management of Roll-Ups
Understandably the midweek roll-ups have suffered somewhat during the COVID
restrictions and we need to provide a robust system to attract participation by both the
established members and new ones. I am aware that Tom Fleming wants to discuss how
best to manage these for the rest of COVID and perhaps into the future. The Senior
management group’s position on this is as follows:
-

we must back Tom in his efforts to plan the good utilisation of tees which is
difficult if you meet on the tee to make a draw.
so that Tom can plan, we need to pre-book.
the draw needs to be made and published the night before.
if you pre-book but make the draw the next day (by the pro-shop or on the tee),
there will not be the necessary incentive for players to pre-book.
Tom needs a standard system for club roll-ups (that he runs), Ladies roll-ups and
future Senior roll-ups.

Senior Pairs Charity Bowl
This was a great success with almost 80 players (17 ladies) and over £1,400 raised for the
Captains’ Charity. Peter Drummond and Barry Whittaker were the winners.

Men’s Seniors Pairs Open
A great shame, given the success of last year, but this has been cancelled because of
COVID. An alternative internal charity midweek fun golfing day is being considered.
TOGS
A highly successful first TOGS after the lockdown was run on Thursday 30 th July with a
record turnout of 43. Beautiful golfing weather and a well-deserved relaxation on the
terrace afterwards.

Ian Gaskell
31st July 2020

Matters arising Senior Captains Report
TF to send monthly report to the whole club - Carried forward
SL – should seniors matches be running given the COVID crisis
IG – seniors are making decisions on a match by match basis and will cancel if there is a
spike in covid cases
PG – what was the response to the Email to seniors re matches
IG – 30 + responded positively
Presidents Report
HI All
Please accept my apologies for not joining you this evening, Mr Sunak with his “Eat out to Help
Out” is to blame, the world has gone mad, (I am pleased to say). Staying on the subject of the
current situation we still find ourselves in, I am sure there are a lot of people in the country and
at DG that think we are through the worst of this pandemic, talking to a number of members at
the club, it is obvious that it has effected many people in different ways. I spoke to a couple of
members who have lost their jobs and are now spending their savings. Things are difficult for
many people and many are using DG to get away from their concerns and worries. I believe we
need to consider the needs of all our members old and new when we are making decisions that
may influence their down time from the current climate.
So, what has been going on in “Presland”
Things are now starting to move as some of the restrictions are being relaxed, Jeremy from
Ultimate signs have completed the new Captains photo frame, which matches the new honours
boards, and thanks to Ali with some coordination on the day should be at the photographers
having the pictures mounted. Hopefully, we should never have to purchase a photo frame again.
All the honours boards should also have been updated for the 2019 playing year, and he should

also have rectified some spelling mistakes. Thank you again Ali for your help. The only fly in the
ointment, after many years we have made space for the Senior Captain to be included on the
frame, however it would appear there will be an empty slot, so we May have to think who’s
lovely image we replace the Senior Captain with, unless of course they change their minds and
chose a Captain for 2021.
Steve and I are planning to spend an evening or a morning at the club just to move some of the
boards around so they do not appear so randomly placed around the room.
I have spoken to Paul Culley and Bruno regarding the proposed new memorial area on the back
nine behind the 14th green. I am pleased to say both parties have confirmed they will help with
some groundwork and the building of a new memorial board for the area. I will be talking to
both Paul and Bruno to establish any costs involved, hopefully I will be able to keep costs to a
minimum but will come to committee for approval before we start the project. After the sad
passing of Tim, I have two thoughts, which your thoughts and feedback would also be
appreciated.
a) Should we include Tim on the memorial board.
b) Should the new memorial area be name in his honour, and maybe ask a family member to
open the area when complete.
There is at present a memorial bench at the club, which is at present on the practice range, my
intention is to refurbish this bench for the new area, it has also been suggested to me to place a
cherry tree in the area to provide some shade, I will explore the costs. Tom has had a request
from the number of new members from DV to place their memorial bench on the property
somewhere. Tom has suggested the bench be placed on the new short game area, what are the
thoughts of committee if we placed the bench in the new area when complete?
I was hoping the government would solve one problem for me, buy relaxing the number of
people you are allowed at a gathering. Unsurprisingly as some areas of the UK are re-entering a
period of lockdown this did not happen. There are several points of the club constitution which
need to be changed for us to move forward. To change the constitution, I would have to call an
EGM, this I obviously cannot do. Speaking with Nigel he suggested we have a virtual meeting. So,
my intention is to send to all members a copy of the motions of change to the constitution, with
explanations why we wish to change them. They will then be able to vote, or ask any question
relating to the motions within a two-week time frame. Any questions asked will be discussed and
answered and the answers published. If required another vote may then be needed again in a
two-week time frame. We used this method for this year’s AGM for questions asked, and it
worked well and feedback from members was positive. I wish to press on with this asap, your
thoughts please. I have been through the constitution, but if anybody thinks we need to change
wording of some points or anything else no may be a good time to do it. Please drop me a line.
Gill and I need to get a date into our diaries to meet up to discuss the budgets for this
year and the years to come for presentation evenings, and to get together with Nigel to confirm
our liabilities with the company throughout the year, Gill I will be in touch, I think we can now
complete this safely.
All I can say to begin this section of my report is WOW. The membership has grown (thanks to
DV), membership is now closed, a joining fee will be in place, green fees up, good god is this
really Donnington Grove. I am sure those of you who have been members a long time feel as I do
that these are exciting times at DG, it has thrown some problems at us which, I am sure if we we
get our heads down we can sort them out for the best for all our members. I am sure we will not
nail everything in one, but we need to take this great opportunity and make DG the best club in
the area.

It has been strange when playing not knowing every face on the course, the new “Welcome to
DG” tee slot on a Saturday has been a success, we have hosted new members every week since
it was introduced, apart from one week. Please get involved, don’t wait to be asked just put your
hand in the air. Myself and Steve accidentally through having a beer after a round have met
quite a few of our new members as they passed us by and many stopped for a catch up (and get
their breath back) on their way up the car park. Nigel and I were discussing this and how we can
get the new members together, and it was Nigel who came up with the idea of doing the same
thing in a bigger way. The New Members Car Boot on the practice ground. So we play the new
members cup as we have in the past, we then after the round get the new members to drive
onto the practice ground, and either sit in the boot, on the rear bumper or deck chairs, perhaps a
social distance BBQ, and the committee members and invited present members have a wonder
around and answer questions etc and get to know some new members., and finish with a small
presentation. Your thoughts please, sounds a bit of fun to me. Finally, on getting to know
someone new, could I ask just once a month we all try and play with someone new. We have had
the pleasure of meeting new members each week, and more importantly it means so much to a
new member to play with a committee member. It is also great to play alongside somebody else.
I am going to have a moment now. Thinking of the new DG and the number of members new
and old, I believe it is important we maintain our safe club bubble as much as we can in the
present pandemic, we find ourselves in. Tom and the team obviously need to make money
through the green fee route, this is financially required. I do however think it is too early to begin
to play matches with other golf clubs, we will be inviting groups of people to travel to, play and
use the clubhouse facility, which I think is a risk we can do without introducing to our club
bubble. Will the teams travel in the correct way (Social Distance) and which parts of the area are
they traveling from? It will also put shop and catering team into a risk situation. There will also
be a knock-on effect as well to deal with, I can hear it now, “If they why can’t we” We will soon
be playing matches as before. Before we know it. I for one love match play, and the teams not
only of competitors but friends we play with and against each year, it is a sacrifice I will happily
make to keep myself my family and those around me safe. Moment Over.
A quick congratulations to Nigel, Tom, Simon, and the DG team on their new 5 EHO rating, for
those who are not in the know this is especially significant as the EHO and local government are
also rating the Covid 19 risk strategies for business as well. We had a hiccup with the Zambezi
group, which shows how difficult it is to maintain social distancing with a large group of nonmembers in the bar areas. Simon did well to herd them outside and closing some doors, which
enabled the inside areas to feel safe again.
The moving on of Graham and Molly is somewhat of a sad moment, but it will be nice to see a
smile halfway round. It is however an opportunity to improve the offer at halfway, many clubs
are well known for their halfway houses, this could be our chance to do the same. I am sure both
Nigel and Simon would be pleased to listen to any suggestions for the halfway offer from us all,
knowing what we need is not that easy, some input I am sure would be appreciated. The
introduction of the booze buggy at the weekends is very much a great move and very welcome
too.
The last couple of e-mails I have received from members have been regarding speeding through
the club, and dress code, while I have been witness to the negative on both issue there have
been more positives regarding both. I dropped into the pro shop to mention to Nick there was a
young guy playing the first wearing a T shirt and training shoes, not only did Nick go out to speak
to the guy, he was ready to tell me he had been out to him and what he had done as well, thank
you Nick and well done. I was also in the pro-shop, and witnessed Chris firstly ask a member if he

had some different trousers as he couldn’t play in the ones he had on, and then sell him a new
pair to play in.
Matters Arising / Actions from Presidents report
NRG – we need clarification on the ‘Car Boot’ idea
NRG -For the EGM, could we use Google Forms as an alternative to a virtual meeting
SL – Can we afford the planned move of the memorial to the 14th
NRG – Will soeak to the owners, especially about using Tim’s name
IG – Believe that I am the senior captain until April 2021
SL – to clarify, the question is about the period after April 2021
Donnington Valley Memorial bench:
GL – Why have a Donnington Valley memorial bench at Donnington Grove? The new
members are now members of Donnington Grove.
SL – why would we want to ‘advertise’ another club at DG
NRG – could we put it in a quiet spot?
All – we are not taking over DV. There will be ex DV members going to other clubs. Why
should we get their memorial bench?
Action for AS - talk to Christine Palmer for further clarification before we move forward
with anything
Upcoming events
Midweek Club Championships
GL – is BRS in line with Club V1. BRS booked out until 3, Club V1 taking bookings until
1:30
o Another 30-minute slot to 2pm to be opened up
Japan Cup – all booked
Greeensomes Cup – places filling
Shotoku Cup – re-arranged for 19th September
Club Champs
SB to put out an eMail for volunteers.
AL – can we have coffee and rolls for £5 halfway round
TF – no this will slow things down
NRG – could have the standard ‘table booked’ for an hour after the round where
coffee and bacon rolls for £5 would be available
SB to advertise this
NRG to look at potential other food options
Club Survey
The main outcome of the Club Survey was on the question of competitions – should they be
bookable or roll-up
• 24% would rather have rollup
• 30% would rather have them bookable
• 46% happy either way
A summary of the club survey will be forwarded by TF to SL
SL to publish on the website
Members Questions
The dress code is slipping. It could even be described as poor
TF – An Email has been sent to all members
Will there be more use of the white tees?
TF – board comps only

TF will forward details of why
It can be extremely hard to get a tee time. Are people actually turning up? Sometimes when
driving in 10/11/12 look empty.
TF – there are very few no shows. Possibly caused by some people stopping after 9
NB – Should we change the booking procedure to only allow 1 week in advance rather
than 2?
TF – to be reviewed
SL – can we say when booking whether it is for 9 or 18 holes
TF – will investigate this
Are people abusing the use of buggies?
TF – signs are in place to direct people
TF – Rules to be publicised
Can we do something about entries for the Club Championships next year to ensure that low
handicappers are not penalised for not being quick enough to get their entries in
Agree that the process has not been perfect, due to the popularity of the competition
(far too many people for the spaces available)
SB to invite NB on to the competitions subcommittee to review the process for future
years
The supplementary card procedures are not always being followed
TF will re-iterate to staff the process
Is there going to be a draw for Free Membership for those who paid up fully by the end of
March?
NRG – happy for this to go ahead
NRG to supply the list of those who had paid

A.O.B
NRG – need to think about the time for announcement of the free membership draw.
• Maybe Club Champs weekend
GL – has the Winters doubles knockout final been played
SB to chase those involved
SL – is the Pro Am going ahead?
TF – yes, it is on 4th September
SL – Is anything being done to stop pedestrians wandering across the 12th (by walking down the
access road)
NRG – will be introducing a barrier system which should reduce this. No date yet.
PG – this needs better signage.

Minutes approved by Donnington Grove Committee and signed by Steve Lillywhite Club Captain

Next Meeting –Digital (Teams)
Date – Tuesday 1st September
Time – 19:00
Location – Digital (teams)

